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Donk Army – Join The Donk Army !D!

Introduction

What is Donk Army?

Ladies and gentlemen, prepare to elevate yourselves from your seats! Introducing Donk Army, a 
groundbreaking venture that catapults the concept of memecoins to unprecedented heights. In 
the digital realm, where seriousness often overshadows joy, $DONKS emerges as a beacon of 
innovation and hilarity, offering an unparalleled experience never seen before in the crypto 
space. $DONKS isn't just a token; it's a revolution. Picture a mischievous donkey soaring through 
the air, landing a precision-guided poo on an unsuspecting meme or crypto character. Just like a 
slam dunk that electrifies the crowd, our Donking hits with a resounding "DONK !D!", creating 
moments of pure sarcastic joy. Crafted on the cutting-edge Solana blockchain as an SLP token, 
$DONKS blends green technology and humor, presenting a unique opportunity for enthusiasts 
and visionaries alike. Embrace the extraordinary and join us on this exhilarating journey with 
$DONKS. Let's chart a course toward a future where value is measured not just in bananas but in 
smiles, laughter, and shared happiness. This is your invitation to be part of the most powerful 
Army in the world! Embrace your new friends in the Donk Army.

Join the Donk Army NOW!



Donk Army
• $DONKS tipping from other users for the most funny, 

shared and voted user-created content (Only Donk
Army-themed content) as a funny community-
challenge (The tipping functionality and the „Wall of 
Fame“ is under construction)

• Further Utility might be added after token success



Tokenomics

Donk Army has a simple and transparent tokenomics model that supports the project’s 
growth. The tokenomics are as follows:

 Name: Donk Army

 Symbol: $DONKS

 Decimals: 9

 Network: Solana (SLP)

 Contract address: Will be revealed after launch

 Total supply: 1 billion $DONKS tokens capped supply

 Liquidity and Listings: 750 million $DONKS tokens (75%)

 Team and advisors: 150 million $DONKS tokens (15%)

 Marketing: 100 million $DONKS tokens (10%)
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Donk Army is a decentralized token that was created for entertainment purposes only. 
It is not intended to be an investment opportunity or a currency. Donk Army is inspired 
by popular AI-image creation tools with top-notch Donking prompts and aims to bring 
fun and joy to the crypto community. Join the Donk Army TODAY !D!

Marketing
10%

Team and Advisors
15%

75%
Liquidity and listings
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How to get the $DONKS token

The token can be bought on Raydium in exchange with other cryptocurrencies.

DEX of choice: Raydium is a decentralized exchange that allows you to swap any SLP (SOLANA) token 
without an intermediary. To swap tokens on Raydium, you need to have a compatible wallet, such as 
the Phantom. We make sure that you can trade the $DONKS token to the current price in real-time so that you 
can always exchange the tokens if you so desire.

Responsible for DONK ARMY is:

O.S. CYBEREARTH UG (haftungsbeschränkt)
Denicketraße 3
21073 Hamburg
Germany
CEO Oscar Schreyer

Contact-Email:
info[at]donk.army
HRB 17960



Disclaimer

This whitepaper is for informational purposes only and does not constitute an offer or solicitation to sell or 
buy any securities or assets. This whitepaper does not constitute legal or financial advice and should not be 
relied upon as such. The information in this whitepaper is subject to change without notice and may not be 
accurate or complete at any given time.

Donk Army is a decentralized token that was created for entertainment and utility purposes only. It is not 
intended to be an investment opportunity or a currency. Donk Army does not guarantee any returns or profits 
from holding or using its tokens. Donk Army holders are solely responsible for their own actions and 
decisions regarding their tokens.

Donk Army is subject to various risks and uncertainties, such as market volatility, regulatory changes, 
hacking attacks, technical failures, etc. Donk Army holders may lose some or all of their tokens due to these 
risks and uncertainties. Donk Army does not assume any liability or responsibility for any losses or damages 
incurred by its holders or users.

Donk Army holders are advised to do their own research and due diligence before acquiring or using its 
tokens. Donk Army holders are also advised to consult with their own legal and financial advisors before 
engaging in any transactions involving its tokens.



In your country, cryptocurrencies might not be regulated. Cryptocurrency prices are subject to change. 
Depending on the rules in your country, you might be required to pay taxes on your cryptocurrency earnings.

This whitepaper alone does not constitute a contract of any type, nor does it constitute an invitation, 
solicitation, or offer to invest in the token or to acquire or use tokens in any manner or for any purpose. 

Any user of Donk Army represents and certifies that they have obtained the necessary technical, 
administrative, regulatory, and legal counsel before to accessing, reading, or using any part or component of 
Donk Army, including the token, as well as after doing so. The user expressly understands and agrees that 
utilizing any blockchain and/or cryptocurrency system, token, platform, software, or interface, including Donk 
Army, has a high risk by nature and further disavows any claim of any.

Uncertainties in the tax laws linked to digital currency could expose token holders to unanticipated effects 
like retroactively applying or to be applied in the upcoming. Before making any selections, each prospective 
Donk Army buyer should assess their own personal appetite for risk and measure that against the advice of 
an independent financial advisor. Before deciding whether buying Donk Army tokens would be in line with 
their risk profile, readers of this whitepaper may also need to seek the advice of a tax expert, accountant, 
lawyer, or other professional in order to fully satisfy themselves regarding any unresolved issues related to 
how the Donk Army platform is set up and run. 



In your country, cryptocurrencies can be unregulated. Cryptocurrency values may increase as well as 
decrease. Please note, the content of this whitepaper is dynamic and subject to modifications, not 
representing a final version.

By acquiring or using Donk Army tokens, you agree to accept all the terms and conditions stated in this 
whitepaper and the Terms of Service on the Donk Army website (www.donk.army). You also agree to abide 
by all the applicable laws and regulations in your jurisdiction regarding cryptocurrencies. Donk Army is a 
memecoin and no financial product or service!and digital assets.

JOIN THE DONK ARMY NOW !D!

www.donk.army


